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Parametric spatial audio coding
Binaural Cue Coding (centralized)
Acoustic sensor networks, binaural hearing aids (distributed)
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In this presentation
Some preliminary results
Binaural Cues - Generalities
Time-frequency representation, one value per critical band Bl
Inter-channel level difference (ICLD)
∆p[l] = p1[l]− p2[l]
where









 for m = 1, 2
Binaural Cues - Generalities









































Both X1 and X2 available
Critical band averaging before transmission






=⇒ scalar quantizer with range ∆pmax[l]−∆pmin[l]
Binaural Cues - Distributed Case
Distributed coding








X1 and X2 not anymore available together
Critical band averaging? Spatial correlation?
Binaural Cues - Distributed Case
ICLD
Scalar quantization of p1[n, l] and p2[n, l]
i1[n, l]− i2[n, l] ∈
{












Modulo coding approach = index reuse
p (l = 10)
pmin pmax
1 1 1 12 2 2 23 3 3 34 4 4 45 5 56 6 6
s
p (l = 5)
pmin pmax
1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 23 3 3 3 34 4 4 4 4
p (l = 1)
pmin pmax
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Binaural Cues - Distributed Case
ICLD (cont’d)
Same coding efficiency as centralized case
Takes head shadowing into account










Binaural Cue Coding [Baumgarte and Faller ’03]:
downmixed signal + inter-channel cues
Multi-channel audio recovered by imposing cues on mono
signal
Parametric Spatial Audio Coding - Distributed Case
Distributed coding








Binaural cues computed as explained previously
Binaural signal recovered by imposing cues on available signal
Parametric Spatial Audio Coding - Results
Results (fs = 20.48 kHz, R = 8 kb/s)
Anechoic
Sources at 0◦and 15◦: original & reconstruction
Sources at -30◦, 0◦, 15◦: original & reconstruction
Reverberant
Sources at 0◦and 30◦, RT 120 ms: original & reconstruction
Sources at 0◦and 30◦, RT 600 ms: original & reconstruction
Works decently for simple scenarios (no reverberation)
True ICTDs needed for more realistic scenarios
Thanks for Your Attention
Questions?
